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SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – November & December 2017 
**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 
DURING NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 2017 

 
1. Brief of the incident (Derailment): At GTL (W) of GTL division, on 17th October, 2017,  

Train  No. 20 RP/ BT left GTL at 01.20 hrs and while receiving on Road 1 common loop 
line of GTL (W), BRN wagon 7th to 11th from brake-van (5 wagons) derailed at KM 
254/5-6 over cross over point No.27/A at 1.45 hrs obstructing both Up & Dn lines.  
Cause: Dealing 20 RP train on loop line (second and subsequent loop) instead of Main 
line. 
Staff held responsible: Primary: Sri. A.N. Rajaram, Ch. Controller/GTL   
Blameworthy: Sri. Liladharan, Dy.SS/MLY(G)/SC(issued caution order of 60 kmph on 
straight line and 30kmph on turnouts instead of 40kmph and 15kmph respectively.) 
Sri P. Srinivasulu Reddy, SSE/P.Way/ FBWP/ MLY. 
Matters brought to light: 
a) Escort staff from Flash Butt Welding Plant of MLY is being sent along with 20RP 

loaded rails. They also have to be given instructions to monitor not to deal the loaded 
20RP on to second and subsequent loop. These staff also have to be given instructions 
to interact with LP and Guard to ensure that necessary instructions to be followed 
since lot of crew may change en route and also to ensure whether special Caution 
Order has been received by them or not. 

b) On 13/10/17 a letter was issued by SSE/P.Way/FBWP/MLY to SS/goods/Cabin/MLY 
regarding requisition of power to pull out loaded 20 RP from plant. In the same letter 
instructions pertaining to be followed for loaded 20 RP should have been included 
for issuing special caution order to crew of loaded 20RP. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 
a. Reiterating of instructions by SSE/FBWP/MLY to crew for all 20RP loaded rakes 

i) For not to admit loaded 10/20 Rail Panels on to second and sequent loop lines 
and multiple crossovers/turnouts. 

ii) Speed restriction of 40 kmph for main lines and 15 kmph for first loops 
b. Incorporate instruction in SWRs 
c. SOB to be issued to all crew booking points. 
d. Sticker should be provided on the PANEL for not to deal the loaded 20RP on second 

and subsequent loops. 
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e. Sensitize controllers, SMs and TIs to follow the above rules. 
f. The above said restrictions should be incorporated in the WTT. 
g. Ensure that a maximum of 15kmph is observed while entering into loop line (not 

permitted on second and subsequent loops). 
2. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): At NLPD yard of GNT division, on 20th October, 

2017, at 4.51hours, Dsl. LE No.70477/WDG4D/PA stabled in engine line of NLPD yard 
rolled back and derailed on trap point no. 35A.                                                        
Cause: Improper securing of Loco by LP.  
Staff held responsible:  
Primary:   Sri. K. Ratna Babu, LP/G/GNT, K. Chandra Sekhar/ALP/GNT.                                                                                                                                                                                           
Secondary:   SM for not following provisions given in the S.R.5.23.1 (1.9) 
Matters brought to light: 
1. All LP/LP(Shunting)/ALPs are to be counseled on stabling and securing of loco as per 

G&SR, S.R.5.23.3 
2. All LP/ LP(Shunting)/ALPs are to be counseled to ensure effectiveness of hand brake 

application in SA-9 released position. 
3. As per the SWR,  special precautions to be taken for securing and shunting of 

vehicles, as this station is on steep gradient, Guards and LPs shall specially ensure 
that the brake van brakes and the engine brakes are firmly applied while stabling at 
this station. Another similar incident took place at same point on 20/06/2011. It 
shows that in addition to hand brake and skids, the stabling locos also to be secured 
with chain and padlock or to be attached to a secured stabling stock to avoid such 
incidence. 

4. No specified procedure is laid down to check the effectiveness of braking against 
wheel tread by LP or ALP after application of hand brake except physical checking 
which varies from person to person. Hence suitable instruction to be issued to check 
the effectiveness of the hand brake. 
Suggestions & Recommendations: The locos to be provided with at least two iron 
skids. 

3. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): At GTL of GTL division, on 10th December 2017, 
at 22.30 hours, Dsl. LE No. 40378/WDP 4D/GY while moving from road no. 1 to 6 
towards GY, derailed at Point no.77B at KM 442/5-6.  
Cause: Non-observance of shunt signal No. 65 by Shunter. 
Staff held responsible: Sri. D. Krishna Reddaiah, Sr. Shunter/GTL  
Matters Brought to Light: NIL 
Suggestions & Recommendations 
1. This type of short movement can be avoided since it saves very little time and also 

since visibility is poor as the point/shunt signal no.65 is laid in 30 curvature 
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2. Continuous tress passing should be avoided. Gate must be closed during every 
movement to avoid diversion of Loco Pilot’s attention if possible. 

3. Shunter work load should be uniformly distributed and if needed extra shunter 
should be deployed specially during night. 

 
4. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): At OPL of SC division, on 15th December 2017, 

at 10.00  hours, While backing of coal load (Train No. OPL with Loco No. 27358+27401 
WAG7/KZJ with load of 60/59.5/5420) into coal siding line at Uppal (OPL) yard, 15th , 
16th and 17th wagons from BPQ end (SE10078811798, WR12110529173, 
SWR12150640296) all wheels  derailed and travelled up to 39 meters dragging on the 
sleepers and rails. 
Cause: Contractor broke the ERCs continuously while clearing the coal from the track 
which resulted in twisting of rails.  
Staff held responsible: The staff of the unloading authorities who did not clear the coal 
on/along side of the track properly 
SSE/P.Way who gave the track fit certificate without properly ensuring the clearance of 
coal on track. 
Suggestions & Recommendations: 

1. Dedicated Railway staff to be deputed every time after the un loading to monitor the 
clearing process of coal on/along side of the track 

2. A defined mechanism should be developed for the process of clearing the coal on the 
track. 

3. The inspection of the tracks in the coal sidings need to be intensified. 
 

5. Brief of the incident (Yard Derailment): At MMZ of SC division, on 17th  December, 2017 
at 06:45 hrs, while leaving Train No BJW/BTPN empty from GL4 of MMZ station, two 
wagons , 9th and10th from TE derailed.  
Cause: Primary cause could not be established and twist in track is contributory. 
Staff held responsible: 
Primary:   No staff. 
Secondary:    Engineering   
Blameworthy: 1) C&W shops/KGP/ S.E.C.RLy 2) ELS/Valsad/C.Rly 
Matters brought to light: 

1. In the Loco, SPM software of the memory card was corrupted and due to this SPM 
could not be extracted from memory card. This speedometer is of Stesalite India 
Limited/Kolkata. Already there is reference regarding its poor performance vide letter 
No. E/221/RAP/Vol.X/6789 dated 14.05.2015 
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2. The track parameters in yards/goods loop lines to be maintained and checked at 
regular intervals for safe running of trains. The periodicity may be laid down as at 
present there is no schedule of periodicity for checking of track parameters in goods 
loop lines in yards. 

3. As per para G&SR 3.38.3.1 for loop lines for 1 in 8 ½ turnouts; the Loco Pilot shall 
not exceed the speed limit of 10kmph when running through a loop line at 
interlocked as well as non-interlocked stations. As per G&SR 3.83.3 warning boards 
should be provided in all 1 in 8 ½ turnouts for warning the Loco Pilots to restrict the 
speed to 10 kmph. Here the existing speed is 15kmph 

4. The ‘U’ clamp provided to prevent disengagement of wagon body and bogie after 
derailment was found missing which resulted in more time for re-railing. Necessary 
instructions need to be issued for making good such deficiencies during scheduled 
attention. 

Suggestions & Recommendations: The performance of Stesalite India Ltd/Kolkata make of 
speedometers is poor and the same is de-listed by RDSO. Sheds may ensure that these 
speedometers are not fitted on locos. 
 

6. Brief of the incident (Averted collision): At BVL of BZA division, on 17th  December, 
2017, JNPN Dn. Goods was admitted onto main line on “calling on” signals since point 
no. 12 failed. Loco Pilot of Train no. 57231 passenger passed IB signal of APT at ‘ON’  
after authorisation by SS/APT (PN No. 32) at 2152 hrs. While approaching Home signal 
of BVL stn, LP noticed Tail Lamp of the goods train ahead and applied emergency brakes 
and stopped the train at Km. 609/ 14-16. The distance between Loco of Passenger and 
brake van of JNPN is about two OHE masts, thus averted a collision (IB signal is located 
between APT and BVL on DN line of BZA-VSKP section).              
Cause: Failure of SM/BVL in granting line clear for the passenger train on occupied  line 
by a goods train.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Staff held responsible:  
Primary:  Sri. G. Viswanath Sarma, SS/APT: Sri. K.B.Y.V.Prasad, SM/BVL:  
Blameworthy: Sri. P. Sreerami Reddy, TI/RJY:  
Matters brought to light: It is observed that SMs are in habit of issuing two PNs at a time 
even for IB section without ensuring the clearance of IB section. 
Suggestions & Recommendations 
1. IB phones should be provided with voice recording facility 
2. Simplification of the prevailing procedure for SMs is to be analysed as the present 

procedure is too cumbersome to handle a double line IB section working with Non-
interlocked Gates. The reaction time and thinking time is too minimal for safety. 
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7. Brief of the incident (Derailment): On 23rd December, 2017, while Train No. 12793 
TPTY-NZB Exp. was on run between Uppalwai – Sirnapalli stations of HYB Division, 6th 
coach from engine (B-1 AC coach) Front trolley all wheels derailed at KM 492/5-4 at 
08.05 hrs. and dragged for a distance of 1377 meters.  There were no injuries.  On 
experiencing unusual sound, passengers of S-6 coach (No.17328), pulled the ACP and 
the train came to halt.(There were no casualties.) 
Cause: Breakage of leading left side wheel disc of leading axle of leading trolley of B1 
coach No. 15108 L ACCN  
Staff held responsible: 
Primary: M/s Bonatrans A.S. Bohumin, Czech Republic.  
Matters brought to light: 

1. There is no practice of keeping thermometer with C&W staff at Rolling-in/out 
examination location to measure ambient temperature for the purpose of assessing 
axle box temperatures with NCT.  Ambient temperature is assumed approximately 
for assessing the differential temperature of axle box.   Thermometer needs to be 
provided with C&W staff at Rolling-in/out examination locations. 

2. Presently, pointsmen are provided with only HS lamp/flag and no other 
communication equipment viz. walkie-talkie for alerting SM / train crew in 
emergency in case he notices any abnormalities while observing safe passage of 
train and exchanging all right signal. 

3. Points man / UPW on noticing unusual sound in B1 coach, after coming to SM office 
only informed SM/UPW on passage of train after observing the train on ‘OFF’ side.   
SM/UPW instead of immediately advising LP on walkie talkie to stop the train and 
observe for the cause of unusual sound, he spoke to SCOR and SM/SCP (next station) 
to observe the train.   Even SCOR advised SM/SCP to observe the train on through 
signals instead of advising him to stop the train.  In the meantime, train derailed.    
SM/UPW should have immediately acted and advised LP to stop the train for 
examination of the cause of unusual sound. 

4. AC mechanics informed Electrical Control / GTL about the accident and did not 
inform Electrical Control / HYB Division since they did not have contact numbers of 
HYB Control. 

5. Procedure given in Rule 402.1 of Accident Manual and  para 504 in Disaster 
Management Plan is not followed in the sequence of order to inform all concerned 
at headquarters including GM, PHODs etc. about the accident. 

6. ART staff of NZB were not well conversant in using wheel skating equipment which 
is essential during such accidents or seizure of axle.  
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7. Though RDSO has specified Dye Penetrant Test (DPT) of Wheel disc during D-3 
schedule, it is not possible to conduct the same when the coach is part of the 
formation. For conducting DPT, it should have full accessibility. 

8. The broken wheel disc in the present case was manufactured by M/s. Bonatrans A.S. 
Bohumin, Czech Republic.  

9. Information collected from RDSO indicates that there were 14 cases of failure of 
LHB wheel discs. Brief manufacturer wise summary is as follows: 
1. M/s. Wheel Co SA Lugano, Switzerland…………..5 Cases 
2. M/s. Stork Handelsges MBH Vienna, Austria……..7 cases 
3. M/s. Bonatrans A.S. Bohumin, Czech Republic…..2 cases 

Suggestion & Recommendation:  
1. The broken wheel along with the broken piece of the wheel and the other three 

unaffected wheel sets, and the CD containing the downloaded data of Wheel Slip 

Protection shall be sent to RDSO/LKO for complete analysis to arrive at the possible 
cause of breakage of wheel disc.   

2. Points man should be given walkie talkie to react instantly to alert the SM/ train 

crew about the unusual observance while “exchanging of all right signals”. 
3. The “on board staff” should have the telephone numbers of all the controls of all the 

divisions/zones covering the beat of their working. 
4. Thermometer needs to be provided with C&W staff at Rolling-in/out locations to 

measure ambient temperature for the purpose of assessing axle box temperatures 

with NCT. 
5. Procedure given in Rule 402.1 of Accident Manual and in Disaster Management 

Plan shall be strictly followed to inform all concerned in the order of sequence at 
headquarters including GM, PHODs etc. about the accident.   

6. ART staff shall be imparted training for using wheel skating equipment which is 
essential during such accidents and seizure of axle. 

8. Brief of the incident (Un usual incident-Misc): At MCI of SC division, on 30th December, 
2017 , LP of No. Dn. MMO goods departed at 20:58 hrs from RKP-II siding towards MCI, 
and observed that LE 28014/WAG.7/KZJ was at shunt signal No.S-54 (shunt movement 
going on from GL-2 to shunt signal No.54 and to GL-3). He immediately applied 
emergency brakes and stopped the train before two masts to the light engine.. 
Cause: Allowing the shunt movement in RKP-2 line once the PN is given for dispatch of 
Train NO.NOO from siding of MCI station which is in violation of SWR. 
Staff held responsible:  
Primary: Dy.SS/MCI 
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Blameworthy: Guard for not accompanying as Pilot-in-charge and LP starting the train 
without Pilot-in charge. 
Suggestions and Recommendations: 
1. Suitable shunting neck may be provided parallel to RKP-II line for performing the 

Loco shunting movements. 
2. Separate PN should be exchanged with SS/MCI before entering into block section for 

attaching brake-van and also before departing from siding. 
3. Interlocking may be provided for shunting signal 
4. Crew and the station staff should be sensitized about the SWR of the stations which 

have sidings. 
 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of BZA station of BZA division conducted on 
8/9.12.2017 

a. Sri. H.R. Kumar Dy.SM, is working in the RRI. His Electrical Isolator Competency is 
expired on 31.10.2017. 

b. Date of issue of SWR/BZA is 26.6.2014 and was brought into force with effect from 
23.9.2016 i.e., after 27 months. Appendix ‘G’ is not included as a part of SWR . 

c. At BZA, on 04.12.2017, at 14.57 hours, S-14 Intermediate Starter Signal flown back to 
‘ON’ position for Train No.22415 Express while starting from PF – 6. Again at 15.02 
hours, the same signal was given and flown back but this signal failure entry is not 
made in the Signal Failure Register which is essential. On the same day i.e., 04.12.2017, 
at 15.25 hours, S-15, S-14 & S-13 flown back when a Goods train is started from line– 
13. For this incident also, failure entry is not made in the Signal Failure Register. 

d. At BZA, on 5th December, 2017, at 08.25 hours, 168 BT track dropped after taking 
‘OFF’ Signal – 11 for Road – 5. Remark was passed in the Signal Failure Register by 
Operating Staff stating that “Engineering Staff”.  

e. At BZA, on 06.12.2017, at 14.33 hours, S-14 & S-15 flown back for Train No. 12643 
Express but failure entry was not made in the Signal Failure Register. 

f. Shunting precautions, securing the load and supervision as per JPO on ‘power 
interception / loco reversal’ of passenger carrying trains issued by Headquarters vide 
letter No. Safety. 157/G&SR, AM, BWM/Vol. III dated 23.9.2016 is not followed at BZA. 

g. SWR/TEL -date of issue was on 01.02.2013 and brought into force date is kept ‘blank’. 
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As on date, 5 amendments are issued. Amendment Slip No.1 was issued on 24.8.2013, 
Amendment Slip No.2 on 25.10.2013, Amendment Slip No.3 on 16.02.2016, 
Amendment Slip No.4 on 18.11.2016 and Amendment Slip No.5 on 24.4.2017. 
Appendix ‘G’ (Electrified section working) is not given as a part of SWR; instead it is 
issued separately. 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
BZA YARD 
1. PSC sleepers found in broken condition at various locations in CC apron in Road 

No.1 @ VSKP end. 
2. Point No. 146 leading to Road No.1, Road No.2 & Road No.3 inspected. There is a gap 

of 3mm and 14mm behind the crossing (Gapless joint) on main line and turnout 
side respectively.  . 

3. Point No.147 LH tongue rail found to be knife edge.  . 
4. Diamond crossing Point No.159 A/B  is on wooden layout.  The nose of the crossing 

was found with hit marks.   
5. ROB No. 6B in the yard at KM 429/35-37 found reinforcement exposed and 

concrete spalling at bottom of Girders and cross beam including footpath slab.   
6. Scissor crossover at Point no 106 A/B and 107A/B on south end found with wooden 

sleepers and at alternate places longer PSC sleepers laid in upside down position 
with MS bearing plate.   

7. Joint Inspection of Points: Deficiency recorded regarding RH side housing to be 
improved in Point No.148, is pending from 3rd quarter in RRI/South/BZA.  

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of BZA station of BZA division conducted on 
8/9.12.17 

a. At site, Signal Number 14/14A/41/45 is in rear of LC Gate 313 Special Class whereas 
Signal has been shown ahead of LC Gate in Signalling Plan. Mismatch at site and in 
drawing has percolated even in Completion of Alt-6 of SIP IPU.0501F stipulated vide 
commissioning on 19.01.2017. 

b. There are numerous UN1 12F/4B Urban Make relays of August 2011 (SN R85754, SN 
R85639) lot with breakage of Retaining bracket under pressure of Retaining Clip. Due 
to this Relay holding in Relay Base / Plug Board is lost and it tends to fall down. It is en-
mass failure. 
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c. For few Starter Signals like GS12, Replacer Track Glued Joint is just 1meter ahead 
which is much less than minimum stipulated gap. Moreover, there is no time delay 
circuit for this signal. 

d. The wires of TF Battery Terminals of TC 05T in Location Box BB8 are tied together in 
single lug defeating the very purpose of routing the wires through batteries instead of 
sending it directly to field from TF Charger. Same thing was found at KCC Location Box 
KB-III LC 17B and also exists in the section.  

e. In BZA yard, CMS crossing portion exothermic bond wire welding is done in Point 
No.162A, 161A&B. S&T bond wires are connected to CMS crossing by Exo-thermic 
weld. 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
Inspection of OHE Depot/BZA: 

a. Checked Foot patrolling register and found most of the remarks are of rusting of 
bonds and flash over of insulators. At locations 568/2, 8, 10 & 24, ST bonds are 
found to be cut. 

b. Checked Stagger checking register and found that live line checking was done by 
ADEE/BPP on 17.10.2017 between BZA-SLO. It is found that stagger at locations 
434/7-9 and 433/11 is more than 400.  

c. Thermo vision checking was carried out on 02.05.2017 and found that at loc: 
427/44 (G-Jumper), the temperature is 38.4C  

d. Checked Leaning masts register and found the masts leaning away from the track of 
240mm are 240 nos. . 

e. Checked the height of height gauge at L.C No. 313 and found to be 4.75 m. The 
upright is in bent position and the height gauge is not having 25 KV danger board.  

f. Checked critical implantation register and found that at 04 locations the 
implantation is less than 2.21m in yard.  

g. SSE/OHE/BZA is having 12 Nos. of walkie talkie sets, out of which 06 are not 
working. 

h. First Aid box was not available in the depot.  
CREW LOBBY 
i. In Loco defects register, LPs are writing defects but not feeding in CMS. 
j. There are 153 cases of more than 13 hours working by Goods LPs in last month. 

This needs to be controlled by proper monitoring. 
k. Acknowledgement sheet of all LPs/ALPs/Guards is not available in safety 

bulletin/SOBs. 
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l. PR percentage for month of November for LP is 3.68 and ALP is 3.16 against 4.   
SSP/BZA –  
Earth pit no: 2 has been checked for the insulation resistance and found to be 2.4 Ohms 
against 10.0 ohms.  

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
a. At BZA, Pit line no.4, empty rake of 57231 (COA Fast passenger) is stabled, skids are not 

provided. Pit line no.3, empty rake of 57271 (Rayagada Passenger) is stabled; iron skids 
kept far away from the wheels, no hand brakes was applied. 

b. SPRMV/BZA: - Triage of Red (First priority, victim critical with unstable vital functions, 
requires urgent care), Green (victims having light injuries and able to walk) & Black 
(Dead) colours are available, Yellow (second priority, victim serious but stable vital 
functions, requires prompt care through no immediate risk, but cannot move without 
assistance) is not available. (Ref: para 209 of BZA Division/Zonal DM plan 2017). 

c. In operation theatre, Lasix injections -12 Nos. as per standard list, but 10 Nos. only 
available.  

d. Oxygen cylinder pressure is not checked regularly and no record is being maintained. 
 

 

*** 
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ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

Do ensure to apply the train (A9) and loco (SA9) brakes, whenever a train is 
stopped on a gradient for any reason like accident, loco failure, OHE supply 
failures etc., (S.R.4.49) 

 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 

Do ensure application of train brakes by observing the drop in the BP 
pressure gauge provided in the SLR/BV. (S.R.4.49) 

ATTENTION …….. S&T Officials 

Do not attend the defect unless maintenance staff receives the intimation 
from Station Master in the form of a written or control message.(App,XIII 
para 7) 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 

A gang shall not commence any work which will involve danger to 
trains without the previous permission of the Inspector of Way or Works, 
who shall present himself to superintend such work.(G.R.15.06) 

 


